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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon! I’m happy to talk with you all today about user record management, which…I don’t know if “passion” is the right word to use, but let’s say it’s been a “strong interest” of mine for the past several years. For sake of context, since “Access Services” can encompass a variety of different areas depending on the institution, I’ll note that I’m currently responsible for audiovisual resources, circulation, course reserves, intercampus and interlibrary loan, and stacks management at LUC Libraries.



Background Information: Initial Experience

• Previous experience (NDSU Libraries)
• NDSU was an early adopter to Alma from III Millennium (June 2013).
• We purged several thousand expired user records in December 2012, 

focusing on records that expired on or before January 1, 2010.

• Current experience (LUC Libraries)
• LUC migrated to Alma from Voyager (July 2015).
• We purged ~41,000 expired user records in spring 2015.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to begin with some background information about how I got involved with user record management. My first professional position was as the Head, Access Services at North Dakota State University Libraries. In 2013, NDSU migrated to Alma as part of Ex Libris’s early adopter program for the new service platform. As you would expect, we had many major decisions to make during migration, and we had lot of data clean-up to do as well. One of our clean-up decisions was to purge several thousand user records that we considered to be “expired” from our old system, Innovative Millennium. Our focus was on records that had expired on or before January 1, 2010. This process went relatively smoothly overall. At LUC, about a year before I started there, we had migrated to Alma from Voyager. We undertook a similar user record purge project, deleting around 41,000 records pre-migration. What I want to underscore here is that these projects were good and necessary! But as I would eventually learn, they weren’t necessarily end points from a user records management perspective.



The “Revolution”: Regular Purging as Part of 
User Record Management

• How purging had been
• Purging had been part of a bigger systems project (pre-ILS migration).
• The focus had been on immediate data cleanup.

• How purging should be
• Purging should be a regular systems process, regardless of migration or 

other projects.
• The focus should be on ongoing data cleanup and privacy protection.
• There should be criteria with clear definition and standardization.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I won’t bury the lede today. The “revolution” I’ve been proposing for a while now is simply to incorporate regular purging as part of the user records management process. I’m posing this distinction in “had been” and “should be” terms. In my past experience, purging had been part of a bigger systems project, with a focus on immediate data clean-up. I now think that purging should be a regular systems projects, regardless of any other projects taking place; that there should be a focus on both ongoing data clean-up and user privacy protection; and that in doing this, there’s a need to clearly define and standardize the purging criteria.



Why We Should Care about Purging User 
Records

• Users benefit
• Purging helps ensures privacy through protecting/disposing of PII.

• Staff members benefit
• Fewer “legacy” user records means easier management of users, 

fines/fees, and general Access Services-related functions.

• Benefits notwithstanding, you may have to do it anyway
• Legal compulsions, campus directives, and organizational priorities are 

all possibilities.
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If we frame purging user records in these “should be” terms, then I think the reasons for why we should care about purging become clear. When we protect and dispose of users’ personally identifiable information (or PII), we’re helping ensure their right to privacy. I hope we can all agree that protecting privacy is fundamental to our daily work in libraries. As staff members, we also benefit. If we have fewer records with which to work, it’s easier to manage not just the remaining user records in our system, but also fines/fees and other functions within Access Services. Finally, even if we remove self-interest and the best interest of users from the equation, we may have to purge records anyway. The reasons why can be legal-based, campus-based, and/or simply grounded within the priorities of our organizations. 



More About “You May Have To”

• NDSU: based on NDUS general retention schedule 
• For circulation-related records (including user records), this used to be

three years plus current FY. (As of 2018, it’s “while active.”)*

• LUC: internal schedule based on our own Privacy Policy
• For user records, this is one year plus current FY.**

• SUNY: no designation in university and state retention schedules
• “Library Operations” section does cite circulation and use/ILL records.***

* https://apps.nd.gov/itd/recmgmt/rm/recSer/confirmMaintain/pdfrecser4114.pdf and https://apps.nd.gov/itd/recmgmt/rm/recSer/confirmMaintain/4114?divId=1020&divSelected=true
** http://libraries.luc.edu/policies/privacy
*** https://www.suny.edu/sunypp/docs/806.pdf and http://www.archives.nysed.gov/common/archives/files/mr_pub_genschedule.pdf
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What are some “you may have to” examples? At NDSU, I started looking at purging on a regular basis in February 2016. This was when I discovered—quite by surprise—that the North Dakota University System had a retention schedule for circulation-related records of three years plus the current fiscal year. The schedule has since changed to “while active,” but at the time, it meant that I needed to not just purge several years’ worth of user records, but also establish a regular purge process. This is the original impetus for why I’m presenting today. At LUC, we drafted a Privacy Policy for the Libraries a couple of years ago, so while there are no library-specific retention schedules at the university (outside of financial ones), we’ve decided to stick with a user records retention of one year plus current FY. Finally, I looked at SUNY’s retention guidelines while researching for this presentation, and there does not appear to be any pertinent designation in either the state or university schedules, though “Library Operations” does cite circulation and use and ILL records.

https://apps.nd.gov/itd/recmgmt/rm/recSer/confirmMaintain/pdfrecser4114.pdf
https://apps.nd.gov/itd/recmgmt/rm/recSer/confirmMaintain/4114?divId=1020&divSelected=true
http://libraries.luc.edu/policies/privacy
https://www.suny.edu/sunypp/docs/806.pdf
http://www.archives.nysed.gov/common/archives/files/mr_pub_genschedule.pdf


Questions to Ask Before Purging

• Including but not limited to…*
• How do you determine and set expiration dates?
• How do you determine and set purge dates?
• What records should not have purge dates/receive indefinite retention?
• How do you want to handle user records with fines/fees?  
• What are your retention requirements?
• What makes sense in terms of a regular (recurrent) purge process?
• What user statistics/data do you want to keep after purging?

* Based in part on Kirsti S. Thomas’s presentation ““Further Adventures in Patron Purge” (ELUNA 2017 Annual Meeting, May 10-12, 2017, Schaumburg, Illinois).
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So let’s say that you’ve decided it’s a good idea to start regularly purging user records. But where do you start, exactly? The questions I’ve listed are all useful to consider before you undertake the process. The gist here is that you want to be thinking about the expiration and purge dates associated with your user records; user records to treat as exceptions; your retention obligations from a “have to” standpoint; a pragmatic approach to regularly purging that will work for you long-term; and the data that you’ll need after purging.



Purging Process Workflow in Alma

• “Patron Purge in Alma”* 
• Ex Libris Developers Network Tech Blog post by Laura Guy (Emeritus 

Librarian, Arthur Lakes Library, Colorado School of Mines).

• API variant: “How to - A method of deleting user accounts from Alma 
which preserves original data in Alma Analytics”

• Ex Libris Knowledge Center>Community Knowledge article by Stacey 
van Groll (Discovery and Access Coordinator, University of 
Queensland)**

* https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/blog/Patron-Purge-in-Alma
** https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Community_Knowledge/How_to_-_A_method_of_deleting_user_accounts_from_Alma_which_preserves_original_data_in_Alma_Analytics
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Laura Guy is now working for Ex Libris, but back when she was the Systems Librarian at Colorado School of Mines, she documented a patron purge workflow that remains incredibly useful. The internal workflow I use at LUC is virtually identical, though there is one significant update that I will mention in the next slide. I should also note that Laura’s workflow, and patron purging in general, requires a lot of steps, time, and attention to detail. It centers on running Analytics reports to determine a set of user records to potentially purge; cross-comparing those user records with a fines report to avoid purging anyone with an active fine balance; uploading an itemized user record set to Alma, and then running a job to standardize purge dates and user groups; and then finally, purging the user records and checking for errors. It is possible to automate some of this process through the Users API. This is something we still need to investigate at LUC, but for a documented example, please see Stacey van Groll’s Community Knowledge article, which does refer back to Laura’s workflow.

https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/blog/Patron-Purge-in-Alma
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Community_Knowledge/How_to_-_A_method_of_deleting_user_accounts_from_Alma_which_preserves_original_data_in_Alma_Analytics


Workflow Update: Alma’s "Delete User Policy"

• Note the update in Configuration 
> User Management > General > 
Delete User Policy

• “Keep Statistics” moves Primary 
ID to the “Last Name” field.

• Switching to “Keep statistics and 
remove primary ID” should update 
previously purged records… 

• …but this is not working (target 
for fix is Q1 2020.

* See https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/050Administration/040Configuring_User_Management/100Configuring_Delete_User_Policy_Settings
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Presentation Notes
The one exception I mentioned a minute ago concerns a new Configurations option in the Delete User Policy settings in Alma, which Laura’s workflow documentation does not reflect. I would also recommend that you choose “Keep statistics and remove primary ID” as the policy setting, for this will prevent primary IDs from moving into the “Last Name” field after you purge records. If you’re like me and have purged records before, and you want to switch the setting from “Keep Statistics” to the new recommended setting, note that while a job is supposed to run to retroactively remove the primary IDs from records you previously purged, this isn’t working correctly at the moment. Ex Libris Support has said that they’re planning a fix for the first quarter of this year.

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/050Administration/040Configuring_User_Management/100Configuring_Delete_User_Policy_Settings


Purging Mistakes I’ve Made…Be Careful!

• Accidentally deleting Law Library pseudo-patron accounts (October 2016)
• Why? Instead of using a distinct group for purging, I deleted them from 

their original user group (“Law Firm”). I didn’t follow the workflow.

• Having to reconcile 650+ errors after a purge job (October 2019)
• Why? I purged from several user groups in one batch, instead of 

checking and processing them separately. I didn’t follow the workflow.

• Deleting users from Find and Manage Users (too many times)
• Why? I didn’t…you get the idea.

* https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/blog/Patron-Purge-in-Alma
** https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Community_Knowledge/How_to_-_A_method_of_deleting_user_accounts_from_Alma_which_preserves_original_data_in_Alma_Analytics
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Remember how I said that purging requires attention to detail? I want to emphasize how easily mistakes can happen if you’re not careful when purging. In the interest of full disclosure, I’ve made at least three significant types of mistakes. The first was soon after I started at LUC. While cleaning up some of the Law Library pseudo-patron user groups, I inadvertently deleted over 150 accounts that I shouldn’t have. This was because while Laura’s workflow has you convert user records to a separate and distinct user group for purging, I didn’t do that, and purged them directly from the Law Firm user group. I didn’t follow the workflow, and as a result, I had to recreate a lot of accounts by hand, as well as apologize to the Law Library. More recently, I decided to save some time by processing and purging records from several different user groups, instead of handling them separately. The result was over 650 records with errors or exceptions in the purge job report. Because I had converted all of those records to the “purge” user group, I had to re-convert them back to their original user groups, because I needed to retain them. Again, I didn’t follow the workflow. Finally, it’s generally a bad idea to delete records immediately from the Find and Manage Users screen, because per Ex Libris, the statistical data associated with those records then disappears. I don’t do this anymore, but regardless, when I have…you get the idea of what I didn’t do. So, please be careful!

https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/blog/Patron-Purge-in-Alma
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Community_Knowledge/How_to_-_A_method_of_deleting_user_accounts_from_Alma_which_preserves_original_data_in_Alma_Analytics


Example Alma Analytics Report (User Groups)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have a couple of screenshots to share for purposes of illustration. One of the first major steps in the patron purge workflow is to run a User Management report in Analytics to determine a set of user records to potentially purge. I recently worked on purging records that had expired on or before the end of FY18, which for us was June 30, 2018. In this screenshot example, I was trying to determine purge-eligible records within our School of Medicine staff user group. During a purge process, I typically run this report for each of several user groups, including faculty, students, and alumni.



Example Alma Analytics Report (Records with 
Fines)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other major Analytics process in this workflow is, as I mentioned earlier, is to run a list of expired user records with fines, and then cross-compare the results with results from the previous report. The idea here is to not purge any record with an active fine balance, at least during a first pass-through. The user group filter you see in the screenshot is in order to eliminate our internal and pseudo-patron user groups from consideration.



Initial Rounds of Purging at LUC (2016-2019)

• Starting user record count in Alma: ~61,000+ records
• This included records from initial post-Alma migration (2015-2017), 

Voyager period (2000-2015), and NOTIS period (pre-2000).

• Initial criteria 
• Purge records that were eligible or had “auto-fill” dates.
• Retain records with fines, lost books, and/or active loans.

• Result~41,000 records remaining (10-04-19)
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So what might the results of regular user record purging look like? In our case, when I started this process in 2016, we had around 61,000 user records in Alma. Despite purging those 41,000 records in 2015, we still had records from three different integrated library systems, stretching back well into at least the early 1980s. I’ll freely admit that I had no idea what NOTIS was, so a side benefit was learning more about ILS history. The initial criteria were to purge records that were eligible (again, past one year plus current fiscal year) or that had auto-fill dates like 12-31-1969, which usually indicated records from NOTIS. We retained any records with fines, lost books, and/or active loans. As a result, I was able to reduce our net total of user records in Alma down to around 41,000 as of the beginning of this last October.



Additional Purging at LUC (October 2019)

• “Purge-eligible” records with fines: ~5,500+ records
• This included any record with fines that Alma still considered 

outstanding, including many with $0.00 balances.

• Initial criteria
• Retain records with “service indicator” transcript blocks for lost items.
• Retain other records with balances > $35.00 (which was the old lost 

item fee).
• Purge as many other records as possible. 
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The real challenge began in October, though, as we had roughly 5,500 user records that were purge-eligible under our criteria, but had retained because of outstanding fines. This included many accounts that still had “active” fines but were at a balance of $0.00 in Manage Patron Services. My approach was to keep retaining records that had service indicator transcript blocks (which I’ll circle back to in a second), as well as records above our old lost item replacement fee threshold of $35.00. It was time to try to purge everything else.



Example LUC BI Report (Service Indicators)
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Presentation Notes
An advantage at Loyola is that our ITS department has created and developed a data warehouse and Business Intelligence platform that’s very powerful and relatively user interface-friendly. I mentioned transcript blocks, which we apply on active records with outstanding lost item fees. We have to apply these blocks through an external system, though, and we don’t have a way to keep track of them in Alma, so the screenshot details the parameters of a report I run to determine user records with transcript blocks. I then use this report in much the same way as the Analytics fine/fee report I mentioned earlier, in order to cross-compare and remove records with transcript blocks from consideration.



Additional Purging: Problems and Results

• Problems and Examples
• Alma Analytics report categories aren’t great for this sort of record 

purging workflow. I learned this the hard way.
• Records with “linked loans” are non-purgeable.
• Fine information is at the “instance” level, but sometimes we need 

an overall picture.

• Result: <~37,750 records remaining (11-01-19)
• <FY18 Expiry Records remaining: ~1,500

Presenter
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You might have gathered by now that while Alma Analytics is great in many ways, the reporting categories aren’t that ideal for this sort of purge process. Besides what I’ve noted already, records with “linked loans” (which appears as an error designation after running a purge job) aren’t purgeable, but there isn’t actually a report category for a linked loan, and it’s not always the same thing as an active loan status per the Fulfillment report subject area. Moreover, while Analytics details fine information at the “instance” or per-fine level, it’s difficult to tell what the active balance is for a given user record as it appears in Manage Patron Services. The result is that I had some false starts and many record errors during this round. Overall, we’re down to well under 40,000 user records remaining, with around 1,500 of those being expired records from before the end of FY18.



Next Steps after Purging at LUC

• Establishing a firmer purging timeline
• The goal is purging after July 1, but reality has been September or later.
• Should we purge more than once per FY?

• Using purging as a kick-start for other privacy tasks
• The next department project: deleting PII e-mails from shared accounts.

• Looking at policy changes for fines
• We want to eliminate or reduce our non-lost item fines (which Chicago 

Public Library did last year).

Presenter
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While we have a regular purge process in place at LUC, this isn’t the end point of where we can take our user record management process. For one, it’d be good to establish a firmer timeline. I like to start purging eligible user records as soon after July 1 as possible, but that’s a very busy time in terms of annual reporting, other administrative tasks, and prepping for the start of the school year. One option I’ve proposed is going through the process biannually, which we’re still considering internally. We also see user record purging as an impetus for other privacy tasks. An example is that we have multiple shared department e-mail accounts with PII in Microsoft Outlook, and we don’t want to contain that information long-term. I’ve worked on a couple of occasions on deleting a lot of e-mails by hand, but there’s more to do. Finally, within Access Services, we’ve talked about changing our fine policies to eliminate or reduce a lot of our fines outside of lost item replacement fees. Chicago Public Library began a big “fines Don’t Fly” initiative late last year, which I’ve found inspiring.



Purging User Records: Three Final Takeaways

• Look at how Access Services can be involved
• This is a great way to have public services do data cleanup that provides 

them tangible benefits.

• Consider automating some of the purge process via APIs
• This is something that we are going to investigate at LUC.

• Patron data cleanup = stronger privacy
• Migrating with and/or retaining all of your institution's old records is 

simply bad for privacy.

Presenter
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Final takeaways! I hope I’ve conveyed in this presentation how important user record purging, and user record management as a whole, is to me. We might think of this as typically being in the domain of Systems departments, but my contention is that Access Services staff can and should be involved. Public services can help with a valuable data cleanup project from which they stand to benefit. I’ve really appreciated collaborating with my Systems colleagues on this, including Hong Ma (our Head of Systems) and Margaret Heller (our Digital Services Librarian). I’ve already mentioned API usage, and that we’re going to investigate it more. Finally, I cannot emphasize enough that cleaning up your patron data is a valuable privacy initiative. If you’re migrating with or retaining legacy records that you could otherwise purge, that’s bad for privacy.



Questions?
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